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C a t f is h C o n n ec tio n s
I can’t believe how
time flies! It is almost
Christmas and already
our
third
CatfishNow
(CFN) digital magazine
edition is published!
With each edition,
we are striving and
challenging
ourselves
to make each one better
than the last. Our goal is
to reach every catfisher
person with the best
information from basic
to professional. Already
a new subject area has
been added in November
to discuss kids programs and a new Why We
Catfish column has been added to accept guest
editorials from readers.
The response to the magazine has been very
robust and rewarding. I want to thank all of you
that are now readers and ask that you tell at least
five friends a month to take a peek.
We are also posting articles from the zine on
the CFN Facebook page. The articles are actually
located on the Catfish Now digital magazine
website where one can then click arou nd to read
the rest of the magazine. Some of the Facebook
articles, pictures and videos are fresh content not
located in the digital magazine. We are now sharing
all content we post from the digital magazine with
approved clubs, groups and industry Facebook
pages. We ask that you “like” our page and share
posts with friends and family.
To all of you, Merry Christmas and God’s Blessings.
Dan

Front Cover:
TJ Stallings with a nice
Alabama River flattie.
Keith “Catfish” Sutton
photo
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Catfishing on the Mighty Mo
By Keith “Catfish” Sutton

One of North America’s top destinations for hard-fighting winter catfish

S
ometimes you’re lucky enough
to accidentally hook a blue cat where it

shouldn’t be hooked. Behind the dorsal fin,
for example, which is where my 27-year-old
son Josh Sutton hooked his first Missouri
River blue.
It happened while we were fishing the
Missouri River near Glasgow, Missouri, with
veteran catfishing expert Rick Gebhardt. Rick
baited three rigs with small chunks of shad,
cast them near a riprapped bank and then
placed the three poles in holders at the rear
of his party barge. My sons Josh and Matt,
both eager to tangle with one of the Mighty
Mo’s gargantuan catfish, had just gotten
comfortable in their chairs after debating
who would grab which pole. Suddenly, Pole
Number One—Josh’s by decision—made a
nosedive.
Josh snatched the rod hard, burying
the hook and infuriating the fish in which he
buried it. Josh is no slouch when it comes
to battling big fish, but this one made him
groan. “Geeeez!” he exclaimed. “This thing
feels huge!”
As we watched Josh struggle with
his whiskered opponent, Rick and I agreed
it could be a hefty cat, perhaps over 50
pounds. Josh had a hard time gaining line.
He’d take one yard and the cat would take
two.
On this day, however, the catfish didn’t
stand a chance. Josh was dogged in his
determination, and after a lengthy battle, he
managed to bring the blue cat close enough
for Rick to net it.
The catfish was beautiful—fat, healthy

and well-muscled, with hardly a blemish
on its smooth gray skin. Instead of the
50-pound-plus fish we expected, however,
Josh’s trophy weighed an even 32 pounds.
“Sometime during the fight the hook
came loose and snagged him behind the
dorsal fin,” Rick said. “No wonder he put up
such a fight.”
Josh released his trophy back into the
river. Matt now had that look on his face—
the look of an angler who’s just seen a
giant fish landed and figures there’s no way
another one as big could possibly be landed
the same day.
To his delight, however, that was not
the case. Just a short time later, Matt buried

“… this huge tributary of the
Mississippi provides ideal
conditions for growing lots of
big catfish …”
the hook in a trophy of his own. This cat
wasn’t foul-hooked like Josh’s, but it had all
the fight my 20-year-old son could handle.
The big blue cat led Matt from one side of
the boat to the other as it tried to throw the
hook. But Matt was not about to be outdone
by his older brother. He leaned back hard on
the rod and gave the fish the fight of its life.
And soon he had the fat cat close enough to
net.
I don’t suppose I’ve ever seen a bigger
smile on Matt’s face. The pressure was off.
The cat was in the boat. And it was a neartwin to Josh’s—31 pounds on Rick’s scale,
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Rick Gebhardt (right) helps his brother Reggie
boat a 64-pound Missouri River blue cat caught
near Glasgow, proof of the river’s great potential
for producing trophy-class fish.
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and the biggest fish to date Matt has landed.
I didn’t fish that day, but it was, for
me, a perfect outing. Josh and Matt both
got the trophy they’ve long dreamed of. And
they landed between them around 100 more
pounds of smaller cats during the course of
our Mighty Mo adventure. Watching them
enjoy the fantastic fishing opportunities
available on this incredible river made me
as happy as a father can be.
The
experience
just
described
exemplifies
the
superb
catfishing
opportunities available in the Missouri
portion of the Missouri River. Trophy blue
cats are common, including world-record
class fish. Flatheads from 30 to 50 pounds
and more surface with astounding regularity.
Fishing for the river’s abundant channel cats
is excellent as well.
Crossing the mid-section of the

state from Kansas City to just north of St.
Louis, this huge tributary of the Mississippi
provides ideal conditions for growing lots
of big catfish, and winter may be the best
season for catching them.
In 1992, Missouri and other states
bordering the river banned commercial
fishing to increase the number and size
of catfish. The plan worked. Catfish size
and abundance rose significantly, and
the catfishing success rate has more than
doubled since then.
Sport fishermen also release catfish at
a rate almost double that seen before the
ban. This, too, enhanced the river’s ability to
produce big blues. Missouri’s pole-and-line
state-record, a 130-pounder, was caught in
the river in St. Louis County in 2011, and
in March 2015, a trotliner in Saline County
caught a 120-1/2-pound monster. Even
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bigger specimens could lurk in these waters.
Catching winter cats isn’t always
easy, however. You need a polar bear’s
constitution to persist in the Arctic conditions
prevalent this season, and you need fresh
fish baits like shad to tempt the monsters—
not an easy thing to come by in sub-freezing
temperatures. If you possess the wherewithal
to try, though, this is the time of year you’re
most likely to land the blue cat of a lifetime.
Wing dikes in the river provide some of the
best fishing holes, particularly those with
low spots where additional food washes into
deeper water below the dike.
Missouri River flatheads usually are
caught on live fish baits near woody cover,
around dikes or along riprapped banks.
Rigs baited with cut shad, live goldfish or
live sunfish are especially effective near the
ends of wing dikes in fast-moving water.
Look for areas where large rocks in the water

Matt Sutton (right) proudly displays a
31-pound blue cat caught while fishing
the Missouri River near Glasgow with
catfishing expert Rick Gebhardt (left).
Fish this size are abundant in the
Missouri, making it one of the ShowMe State’s top hotspots for catfishing
enthusiasts.
deflect the current to provide good resting
and feeding areas.
Channel catfish are also abundant
in the Missouri. They provide good fishing
opportunities on live, cut or prepared baits in
slower water. Try fishing near sand bars, cut
banks, along revetted shorelines or below
wing dikes. Many successful anglers fish on
the bottom with night crawlers and a heavy
sinker (1 ounce or larger). Other channel cat
baits popular with local fishermen include
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Fresh shad baits can be hard to come by
in winter but are the best enticements,
bar none, for the Missouri River’s trophy
blue and channel catfish.
chicken liver, shrimp and cut shad.
Before another year passes, my sons
and I will probably make another foray up to
the Missouri. Josh and Matt, like most fishing
enthusiasts their age, are obsessed with
catching big, hard-fighting fish, and having
discovered the Missouri’s riches firsthand,
they’re eager to try again for another trophy
whiskerfish in the Mighty Mo.
Could they score another double on
trophy-class blues? If Rick Gebhardt is their
guide and the Missouri is the river, I’d say
the chances are excellent.

Gear/ What to Take
Small boats are out of place
on most por tions of the Missouri
River in Missouri. It’s best to fish
from big stable craft such as widebottom johnboats or bassing rigs. A
25 -hp motor should be considered
minimum for powering up in these
swift waters.
Other gear wor th considering:
a lantern for night fishing, an
aerated live-bait tank, a heavyduty stringer for “kept ” catfish, a
big sturdy landing net and a camera
to snap photos of the big ones that
didn’t get away.

- Keith “Catfish” Sutton
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Catfish Basics #005

Attitude Adjustment

Jason “Big Cat” Mathenia fishes
tournaments with his mom Vicky. His
advice goes beyond the physical things
you do to catch more catfish. His tip is
related to mental preparedness.
“Have confidence in what you are
doing,” advises Mathenia. “Whether it
is the type of fishing you are doing or
the technique that you are using, you
have to have faith that you are going
to put fish in the boat. I feel that if you
go into a fishing trip with a negative
attitude then it will reflect on your
overall fishing trip.”
“I shouldn’t say negative,” added Mathenia. “That might not be the right word.
Maybe I should say, don’t go out there without confidence. I can tell you this; every
time mom and I hit the water we never say ‘I hope we catch fish.’ We just wonder
how many and how big the fish are going to be that we put in the boat.”
“Even if we get skunked, we go into the day with a positive attitude,” concluded
Jason. “That positive attitude goes hand-in-hand with time on the water. The more
time on the water the more confidence you will have in your fishing techniques. Take
a positive attitude into your fishing trip and it will result in more and bigger fish!”
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By Brad Durick

America’s Channel Catfish Capital

T
here
destinations

are
many
catfish
in the United States.
Individual bucket lists are ever
changing as anglers find new waters
and new ways to fish. There is one
great catfish destination that has been
held up as the nation’s top channel cat
fishery for decades, my home water,
the Mighty Red River of the North.
Every year since I began
guiding professionally I have had the
opportunity to take someone fishing
who has read about the famous Red
River their entire lives and just had to

the Red River has gained national
notoriety as a trophy channel catfish
destination. This began in the late
1970s and early 1980s when word of
a giant channel catfish mecca got out.
There has been numerous articles
and television shows produced on
the Red River and the huge channel
catfish that call it home. Most notably,
In-Fisherman videos from the late
1980s.
While a 30-pound channel catfish
is possible, it is far from common. To
be realistic 18- to 22-pound fish have
become common and can be caught

“The Red River of the North is a 545 miles of channel catfish
heaven.”
see it for once, for themselves. They
wanted to see if the decades of catfish
hype were true. I am here to tell you
that most days the hype is true.
Introducing the Red River
The Red River of the North is
545 miles of channel catfish heaven.
It is one of only a few major rivers on
the planet that flow north. The Red
River is the border between North
Dakota and Minnesota before it runs
into Manitoba, Canada and eventually
into the massive Lake Winnipeg. From
there it makes its way to Hudson Bay
and then to the Atlantic Ocean.
Over the past four decades

any given day. Even anglers who are
inexperienced or have never been on
this river before have a chance. With
a little effort and basic knowledge it
is possible to catch a few of these
trophy channel cats.
Why is the Fishing so Good
Many ask why the channel cats on
the Red get so big. Well, it is because
they have the best of everything. They
have a clean river with ample food
supplies; they have a short growing
season, so they can concentrate on
growing during the warm months;
very few locals eat catfish, so many
are released and there are strict slot
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The Red River of the North can be more than
just catfishing it can be beautiful scenery and
wildlife.
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After years of reading and hearing about it,
the Red River can provide a trip of a lifetime
for anglers. This 24-pound channel cat made
this trip something never to forget.
limits and regulations. An angler may
only keep 5 catfish including one over
24 inches. On the Canadian side no
fish over 24 inches may be kept.
Catching Red River Bruisers
Catching these fish is pretty
straight forward. The Red River, with
the exception of a few low head riffle
dams, is very wild and traditional. The
best way to target these fish is to work
holes and snags while under anchor.
Use a medium to medium heavy
rod with at least 30-pound line in case
you get into “Mr. Wonderful.” No-Roll
sinkers work best up here. Depending
on flow, you will use anywhere from
2- to 6-ounce weights. Ten- to 12inch snell length from swivel to hook
is best for most current situations.

Hook size can range from 5/0 to 8/0.
In nearly all situations 5/0 will work
great, but sometimes, if the fish are
running bigger, it is best to use larger
hooks so the gap can clear the bottom
jaw on big fish.
When you are ready to fish,
anchor above the spot you wish to
target and set a timer. If the fish are
active you should have one within 5
to 7 minutes. Should they be sluggish
your sit time might be 30 to 40 minutes.
Just play the day to figure that out.
Try different structures and areas of
flow to determine the location pattern
of the day.
Bait selection on the Red River is
fairly simple, yet sometimes difficult
to acquire. In the spring white sucker
is king, but goldeye will work. As the
pre-spawn and spawn set in goldeye
can be king, but don’t forget the
suckers.
In late July, especially in the wet
years, the taste will switch to leopard
frogs. I have seen years where, if the
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RED RIVER OF THE NORTH
to catfish on the smaller side. Fresh
fish is far superior for trophy sized
Captain Brad Durick is a cats. There are great boat ramp
nationally recognized catfish facilities all up and down the Red
guide, seminar speaker, and River. Shore fishing can be great
author of the books, Cracking too, but river access is sometimes an
Grand Forks, North Dakota in
the Channel Catfish Code and issue.
particular has miles of public parks
Advanced Catfishing Made that can be fished, thanks to the flood
Easy. For more information go of 1997.
If you don’t want to deal with
to www.redrivercatfish.com.
the do-it-yourself variety of catfishing
and want to get out and find success
right away, there are very capable and
successful guides in most stretches of
frog is not green ,you are not getting the Red River Valley. They are happy
bit. Later on in August and September to host you on your trip. These guide
the taste will usually switch back to trips are full service, so all you need
sucker or goldeye.
to do is show up with a fishing license,
Most years sucker will work no
matter what the season, so make
sure to always have some available.
Catfishing is a great family activity and fun
The good news about suckers is that
for the kids. This is Braden Durick, son of the
they are usually available at local bait
author, with a 21 pound Red River channel
shops. Stink baits will work but more
cat.
often than not you are limiting yourself
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RED RIVER OF THE NORTH

the United States. It is truly a catfish
destination just waiting to be discovered
and enjoyed. The destination has all of
the facilities you may need to have a
great vacation and fishing trip. There
are miles of catfish heaven just waiting
drinks, snacks and a camera to record for you.
your trip. Your job from there on is to
- By Brad Durick
relax, reel in catfish and smile for the
camera.

Sometimes women say they won’t hold a
“slimy catfish,” but when they land a brute of
their own they always do it with a smile.

Getting Here
Three major cities located on
the Red River offer great vacation,
hotel and dining options for this great
catfish destination. Fargo, Grand
Forks in North Dakota and Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada all have airports if
you choose to fly. All these cities are
along Interstate 29 to make traveling
by car easier. All of this is mentioned
so you can bring the family. There is a
little something for everyone to enjoy
if catfishing all week is not their thing.
The Red River of the North is off
the beaten path of most catfishing in
14 Catfish NOW December 2016
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Catfish Basics #006

Flatties in Cover

Matt “CatMatt” Jones is a flathead fanatic. He
spends countless hours on his boat, the Flathead
Battleship, scouting, researching and hunting
flatheads on the Rock River. Given his proclivity for
flatheads, It should not be too much of a surprise to
find that CatMatt’s tip relates to flatties in the cover.
“I like to stick with a good J-hook when fishing
heavy cover,” instructs Jones. “Experience tells me
that hungry flatheads in heavy cover don’t move
much after eating a bait.”
“Those big fish are happy in their cover and not
likely to move much. Their sluggish behavior makes circle hooks less effective.
If you want more hook ups under these conditions use a J-hook. Matzuo Sickle
Hooks are my hook of choice.”
The sickle hooks will work with either live or cut bait, but they were designed
in the first place to keep live bait on the hook better. Knowing how flatties like
live bait suggests that anglers better give Jones’s tip a try.

HOW TO?

Catfish NOW How To Glow Wrap
with TJ Stallings - Team Catfish
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By Ron Presley

An Underlying Mission of Customer Service

B’n’M
Poles rose from a humble
beginning as a Broom and Mop Company

(B’n’M) to be one of the premier fishing
rod companies in the nation. The company
began business in 1948 in West Point, MS.
“We’ve been in our current location since
1982,” said company president Jack Wells.
“I am proud to say that we are in a different
building, but still right here in West Point,
MS. We continue to design and produce
the very best crappie, bluegill (we call them
bream), and catfish rods, poles and reels.”
Buck Simmons, Wells’ predecessor,
looks back fondly and proudly on the near
70-year evolution of B’n’M. The company
that moved into making panfish poles has
come a long way. “Now, as I look back on
our long history, position and reputation in
the industry, our standing with the public and
now being in our third generation of family
ownership and operation are the things I
am most proud of. The one thing that I feel
is a real feather in my cap is that I chose
Jack Wells to be my successor. I say this
because of what he is doing to carry on our
tradition of making quality equipment at a
fair price.”
Wells definitely fits well into the B’n’M
company culture. “I love the people in this
industry,” explained Wells. “They are downto-earth, honest and passionate about the
outdoors. We need more of em’ in today’s
world.”
“Obviously, when running a business,
some days are better than others,” offered
Wells. “However, if you love what you do it
doesn’t feel like work. Any time we receive
an attaboy from a fisherman or vendor we

feel good about what we are doing. I look
forward to continuing our tradition of listening
to fishermen and providing products that
help them catch more fish.”
His passion at the helm of B’n’M runs
deep and is rooted in family. “As a father
of four children (7- to 16-years of age),
I’m driven to ensure that today’s children
discover and nurture their outdoor spirit,”
explained Wells. “I believe all children have
a natural desire to be outside, but many
of them are distracted by electronics and
other indoor activities. Fishing is a simple
and inexpensive way to get them outdoors,
and all you really need is a cane pole and
worms!”
Simmons looks back at the company’s
long history and views the company’s
greatest accomplishment in terms of what
they did for crappie fishing, not what they
did in the business.

“Matching the equipment to
the species is the key to the
enjoyment and success of
fishing.”
“I would have to say that our greatest
achievement is that we had a hand in
making crappie fishing a year round sport,”
remarked Simmons. “Before we introduced
the graphite jig poles crappie fishing
was largely a two-month window that
corresponded with the spawn.”
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There was a popular perception back
then that crappie could only be caught during
that period. “With the introduction of light
weight jig poles we finally got the equipment
matched up to species,” continued Simmons.
“Those graphite poles actually put fun into
catching crappie. That first strike on those
sensitive poles started many a lifelong love
affair for countless fishermen. Matching the
equipment to the species is the key to the
enjoyment and success of fishing.”
B’n’M is now making similar
contributions to growing the sport of
catfishing. “The catfish rods are all Jack’s
baby,” commented Simmons. “I think the
word sport is now appropriate, but really
wasn’t back in my day. I can envision the
sport of catfishing taking off just as crappie
fishing did not too long ago. Even then we
would receive photos showing large catfish
that were caught on our jig poles. I thought
it was quite an achievement and source of
pride that our poles could accomplish that
feat, but back then they certainly were not
intended for that use.”
B’n’M’s philosophy of matching

B’n’M Poles President, Jack Wells, caught
this nice blue while engaged in some
research and development on catfish poles.
He was assisted by Bill Dance on his home
waters of the Mississippi River.
equipment to the species has now moved
on to the world of catfishing. “I knew that
the category was growing rapidly,” indicated
Wells. “The observation was based on
feedback that I received from numerous
retailers, both large and small. It’s also a
pretty fractured category, with no one major
brand being dominate. I thought, that if we
could recruit a good prostaff, they would be
able to guide us in our product development
and help us move to the next level.”
Following the model they used in the
crappie market, B’n’M recruited a group of
prostaffers to lead the way into the catfish
market. “My primary role is that of a coach,”
said Wells. “I’m very blessed that my players
here at B’n’M are All-Americans.”
B’n’M prostaffers include such well
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known catfish anglers as George Young,
Jr., Cary Long, Jason Aycock, Hunter
Jones, Brian Barton, Joey Pounders, Jay
Gallop, Nick Dimino, Adam Long, Mark
Blauvelt, Ryan Lawrence, David Magness,
Rusty Jackson, David Shipman and Natalie
Brooke Wilbanks, to name a few. These
knowledgeable anglers provide feedback
from the field that guides B’n’M in their
production of quality products.
“Pro Staffers play a vital role in our
marketing and product development,”
explained Wells. “Keep in mind that we
are not just looking for great tournament
fishermen, but for people with excellent
reputations in their local markets. In
addition, we want people who can speak
and teach to a crowd. As more techniques
are designed to catch catfish, we need folks
who can then go out and teach these new
methods to anglers.”

B’n’M has an underlying mission of
listening to customers and their needs. “We
are taking things year-by-year in the catfish
world,” said Wells. “I would like to think that
we are perceived as a company that listens
to our customers and provides top quality
equipment for their needs at a fair price.
Then, we back that up with the absolute
best customer service. Finally, we want to
be viewed as a company that is supportive
of the industry. We want to promote the
great sport of fishing, and that now includes
the sport of catfishing.”
Editor’s note: A similar version of this profile
appeared in the April 2016 edition of Catfish
Magazine.
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- Ron Presley

HOW TO?

BnM Poles - How To Modified
Carolina Rig with Jason Aycock
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Trophy Catfish for the Future

by Ron Presley

C
atfish anglers often debate the proper
size to harvest a fish. If an angler fishes to put

Joey Pounder s is a passionate
c at f ish angler that prac tic es c atc h photo - release. H e is shown here
retur ning a Santee C ooper blue to
the water.

meat on the table, often there is no size limit,
unless by state law. Regardless, in my short
time of following the catfish culture I do see
a growing trend towards protecting the trophy
fish. That protection would appear to be a the demand for trophy catfish rules, but even
worthy endeavor.
then they vary from state to state. Most catfish
As the sport has grown over the years anglers support trophy rules and see them as
more and more states have succumbed to
20 Catfish NOW December 2016

THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MATTER
a benefit to the sport.
Many fishing guides and recreational anglers have adopted
their own boat rules that apply to fish caught for harvest. B’n’M
prostaffer Capt. Brian Barton (256-412-0969) has established a
10-pound rule aboard his boat. Anything greater than 10 pounds
is returned to the water.
Barton says a lot of his anglers view catfishing in two ways.
“First, they get to go fishing and have the fun associated with it.
Second, they can carry plenty of dressed fish home for the dinner
table. They look at what they take home as paying for their guide.
It is a good trade off and no trophy fish are taken.”
Barton feels the boat limit on eaters can have a big impact as
a conservation tool if everyone would abide by it. At the same time
he points out the ability of commercial fisherman to take dozens of
that size daily.
Barton also worries that netting will return. “We are trying to
get catfish some respect,” commented Barton. “There is no limit
on catfish in Alabama. We got a lot of little fellows. As catfishing
grew in popularity it was like pulling teeth to get the 34-inch limit. I
am afraid they will bring back netting.”
Capt. Scott Manning (865-680-7672) is another angler that
respects the trophy fish. He also has a boat rule for his anglers.
“I allow fish up to 10 pounds to be taken for the dinner table,”
reported Manning. “That is, with the exception of flatheads. I never
keep flatheads.”
He also makes the point that conservation can benefit from
careful handling of the big fish. “I’ve always said dropping a big
fish in a boat or keeping it in a livewell can’t be good.”
“We all have been guilty of a big fish slipping out of our
hands,” continued Manning. “But, keep in mind the damage that
is caused when you drop a 50-pound fish, or any size fish, in the
boat or on the concrete during weigh-in. Handle all fish, regardless
of size, with care and release as soon as possible.”
“I have a lot of great friends who participate in competitive
fishing,” continued Manning. “Most of them take every precaution
in caring and handling of fish. When a fish has already gone
through the stress of the fight, landing on a boat carpet or in a net,
and then being thrown in a live-well, it’s chances of survival have
already been greatly diminished.”
With that in mind, Manning has some suggestions for
completive anglers. “I advocate that all fish be kept in pre-approved
live wells; that all fish be released in the waters from where they
were caught; and that big fish (over 50 pounds) be weighed
immediately if possible.”
Things like boat limits, trophy rules and proper handling may
seem insignificant to some, but often times the little things that
anglers do can have a big impact for the fishery. If catfish anglers
would adopt the same attitude as Barton, Manning and others,
they can make their own contributions to having trophy catfish for
the future.
- Ron Presley
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Techniques for Fishing Drop-Offs
by John Phillips

A
lmost anyone can catch
c a t f i s h M a y t h r o u g h O c t o b e r. F e w

anglers can take monster-sized cats
throughout the winter months like
Te n n e s s e e R i v e r g u i d e P h i l “ C a t f i s h ”
King of Corinth, Mississippi. I fished
with King below Pickwick Dam
one week and learned his secret
strategies for catching big cats yearround.
King says, “I’m convinced that
c a t s e a t s o m e t h i n g e v e r y d a y. I ’ v e
learned where big cats live through
studying their habits. If I put bait upoff the bottom that catfish will eat, I
can catch them – no matter what the
t i m e o f y e a r. ”
H o w e v e r, K i n g h a s l e a r n e d t h a t
catfish take their time biting during
the winter months – far longer than
t h e y d o i n t h e s u m m e r. “ M a n y t i m e s ,
even a big catfish will hit a bait for
1 0 m i n u t e s d u r i n g t h e w i n t e r, b e f o r e
finally taking it in and swallowing it,”
King notes.
“Some of the places I like to
fish are deep holes down in the river
below Pickwick Dam,” King confides.
“Almost every major river system in
the nation will have drop-offs, holes
and underwater ledges downstream
from hydroelectric plants.” If you
plan to catch big wintertime cats, you
must first survey the river bottoms
below dams and look for drop-offs,
h o l e s a n d l e d g e s d o w n r i v e r. C a t f i s h
like to hold in these areas, where
baitfish congregate and other food
washes into the holes.
Once King locates the holes
he uses his trolling motor to hold
his boat steady against the current.
Then he lets his line fall-down to
the bottom and slowly allows the
c u r r e n t t o m o v e h i s b o a t d o w n r i v e r.
King raises his rod tip and lifts the
lead up off the bottom. Controlling

Phillips’ book of fer s great tips f rom
some of the most- produc tive and
knowledgeable c at f isher men around.
the drift of his boat with his trolling
m o t o r, K i n g l e t s t h e b o a t m o v e - b a c k
3 to 6 inches before he sets his lead
down again.
“I want the nose of the boat
pointed into the current and my line
running at about a 30-degree angle
toward the back of the boat,” King
explains. “I start bumping my bait
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Phil K ing uses time proven
strategies to f ish for c ats on
drop - of f s.
along the bottom above the
holes, let the bait drop-down
into the holes and then bounce
the bait along the bottom out
the back side of the hole. Since
the catfish are often on top of,
in or behind the hole, you want
to work that entire stretch of the
bottom.”
King prefers fishing the
deeper drop-offs and holes in
the river during the summer and
winter months, because during
t h o s e t w o t i m e s o f t h e y e a r, t h e
bigger cats tend to hold where
depths reach 30 to 40 and even
60 feet.

IF YOU’RE NOT USING DRIFTMASTER...
GOOD LUCK!

Click here http://amzn.to/W900eu to learn
to Catfish Like a Pro.” Available in both
Kindle and print formats http://amzn.to/
W900eu. Click on the look inside feature
to see the table of contents and 10 percent
of the book free.
MADE IN USA
.COM

ROD HOLDERS &
TROLLING SYSTEMS
BLACK RIVER TOOLS, INC.

803-473-4927
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A Hot Spot for Frigid Water Trophy Blue Cats!

A

By Brad Hierstetter

pproximately
40
miles Virginia’s James River holds the distinction
northwest of Lynchburg, Virginia (VA), of being the largest river contained in a
just below the very small Alleghany
single state.
County town of Iron Gate, the James
River forms at the confluence of the
Cowpasture and Jackson Rivers. Here, flows eastward across VA, eventually
the appropriately named Upper James passing through the capital city of
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Richmond, for nearly 350 miles before
spilling into the Lower Chesapeake Bay.
Three major river stretches comprise
the James: the Upper (Alleghany
County to Lynchburg), the Middle
(Lynchburg to Richmond), and the
Lower (Richmond to the Chesapeake
Bay).
Biologists employed by the state
of VA initially released blues into the
river during the 1970s. Growth was
incredible through the mid-2000s.

Experienced trophy blue cat angler, Wray
Stitcher, holding a nice early winter James
River blue.
While it is true that the river ’s trophy
blue catfishery peeked in the 2007/2008
timeframe, with today’s blues growing
at a slower pace, it is still an excellent
blue catfishery.
Mr. Bob Greenlee, who is the
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Eastern
Aquatic
Regional
Resources
Manager
at
the
Virginia Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF),
told me in August 2016 that
“data indicate it is the one water
in Virginia that is most likely
to sustain a trophy fishery into
the near future.” The river ’s
continued trophy potential and
VDGIF’s strong commitment to
letting the best available science
guide how it manages blues are
two major reasons why VA’s
‘no more than one blue over 32
inches per day’ regulation will
remain in effect on the James.
The regulation has been in place
since 2006 and is applicable to
both recreational and commercial
anglers,
It should be no surprise,
then, that, of VA’s tidal rivers,
the James “provides the best
catfishing
in
Virginia
with
unmatched numbers and high
abundance of large” blues.
Many of these larger blues are
consistently found upriver of
the Benjamin Harrison Bridge, which
crosses the river east of the city of
Hopewell, at Jordan Point. By motor
vehicle, Hopewell is approximately 22
miles southeast of Richmond.
In the mid-Atlantic region, blue
catfishing during the cold water months
of December through March is very
productive, particularly for larger fish;
the James is no exception! As long
as the presence of ice or otherwise
unsafe river conditions does not hinder
safe navigation or fishing from an
anchored boat, the chances of landing
a once in a lifetime blue during the
winter months are well above average.
Continue reading to learn how 2 highly
skilled catfish anglers with contrasting
approaches consistently catch trophy
blues from the James during late fall
and throughout the winter.

Prostaffer, Jason Kintner, with one of the
many nice shallow cold water blues that he
has caught from the James.
Long-time James River guide,
Captain Neil Renouf, who now spends
much of the year guiding in the Florida
Keys, Key West, says that an ideal time
to target trophy blues is when water
temperatures drop to, or below, 43
degrees Fahrenheit. In thinking about
Renouf ’s approach, recall that, while
blue catfish certainly relate heavily to
structure year-round, in colder water,
they tend to hold very tight to structure,
especially objects.
Generally speaking, then, and
particularly during late fall and winter
when structure-holding blues are
much less likely to stray far from
objects, ensuring that your fishing
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time coincides with tidal currents
that are moving at a moderate to
strong pace will increase your odds
of encountering active blues in tidal
rivers. This is because, in steadily
moving water, active structure-oriented
blues are more apt to consistently
position themselves extremely close
to certain structural objects, such as
in the branches of a downed tree, or
beside and immediately above a brush
or rock pile. Renouf reminds us that
the water depth in which you locate
these specific objects is not nearly as
important as finding them and carefully
positioning yourself so that you are
able to effectively fish them.
Renouf fishes from an anchored
boat and uses one third of a freshcaught gizzard shad for bait. He utilizes
a traditional slip rig, which entails
threading an appropriately weighted
slip sinker (typically, 6 to 10 ounces
for areas with stronger currents) to
his 40-pound monofilament main
line. Below the sinker, Renouf ties a
barrel swivel to the main line. To the
“open” end of the barrel swivel, he ties
a short leader made from 80-pound
monofilament. A 10/0 circle hook is
tied to the open end of the leader. To
ensure that his offerings are being
presented primarily to active fish,
Renouf relocates if he does not get a
bite within 30 minutes, unless the tide
is about to change and he expects
active fish to move into a given spot.
Prostaffer
(Bottom
Dwellers
Tackle, Driftmaster Rod Holders, and
O&S Nets) Jason Kintner also prefers to
target trophy James River blues during
the late fall and winter. His approach,
however, revolves around the natural
tendency of the temperature of water
across shallow flats to almost always
be slightly warmer than the water found
in nearby deeper main river areas.
Kintner advises that, when main river
water temperatures drop below the
mid-40s, a single warmer-than-average

or sunshine-filled day will often trigger
baitfish to move en masse to certain
shallow water locales. Not far behind
these baitfish will be (you guessed it!)
hungry blues. Kintner recommends
that anglers focus their efforts on
identifying shallow oxbows, feeder
creeks, and gravel pits attached to the
main river.
So, what does Kintner consider
shallow? “If I can still run my boat
through it, I’m good. Two to 4 feet of
water is plenty!” He strongly cautions,
though, that anglers carefully monitor

“…do not let the chill of late
fall and winter deter you from
enjoying some of the year’s
best trophy blue fishing on the
James.”
the tide tables to avoid ending up
stranded on one of these shallow water
hot spots when the tide falls. Lastly,
Kintner, also an advocate of freshcaught bait, notes that smaller baits
will often out-produce larger baits
during the winter.
Whatever you do, do not let the
chill of late fall and winter deter you
from enjoying some of the year ’s best
trophy blue fishing on the James.
Dressing appropriately, wearing your
life vest at all times, and adequately
preparing for the inherent dangers
associated with fishing in cold air and
cold water temperatures, are keys to
ensuring both a safe and comfortable
outing. By fishing the James when
many others choose not to, you just
may be rewarded with that monster
trophy blue catfish of a lifetime!
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- Brad Hierstetter

It’s never too early to take kids fishing.

By Ron Presley

S
ome of the greatest
memories of my childhood

involved fishing. Getting up
early; asking, are we there
yet; stopping along the way for
breakfast; getting bait at the
tackle store; sometimes staying
overnight and camping out were
part of the trip. These are all
great experiences that result in
memories that last a lifetime.
Fishing puts us in touch
with our environment and instills
a need to protect it. With all these
things going for it, don’t you think
it would be a good idea to get a
kid hooked on fishing?
You do not have to
be a professional angler to
communicate a few simple
techniques to your own kids or to
someone else’s. The main thing
you do is keep it simple. Kids learn fast and
the things they learn in their early years will
last them a lifetime.
One of the most important issues when
fishing with kids is to catch something. Most
youngsters will be happier if they catch a lot
of smaller fish rather than spending the day
looking for the big ones and not catching any.
With this end in mind, just keep it simple.
Sophisticate strategies, techniques, and
bigger fish will come with time. As the kids
get bigger the fish will too!

Smiles and pr ide go hand in hand
with kids and a nic e blue c at f ish.
For beginning anglers, a spincast outfit
is probably the best bet. There are plenty of
combo rod and reels available on the market
at very reasonable prices. Just remember,
you do get what you pay for but it doesn’t cost
much to buy a very dependable spincast rod
and reel combo.
Rigging for younger anglers should be
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simple too. Remember the goal is a lot of
fish, not necessarily a big fish. You can use
the line that came on your combo and add
a small hook with a simple clench knot and
show the child how you tie it. Add a small
split shot for weight, bait up and start fishing.
Worms ae a hard bait to beat for the young
inexperienced angler. Most species out there
will bite on worms and help you accomplish
your goal of a lot of fish.
Try to determine your fishing location
ahead of time so you don’t waste time
searching for a place to fish. Attention spans

“If you are lucky you will make a
fishing partner for life…”

The James River in VA produced some
happiness for this young cat man.
are short with most kids so quick action will
be a definite plus. The sooner you put a fish
in the boat or on the shore the sooner the
youngster will be hooked.
You should experiment and determine
what works best with your young angler and
then stick with it. As the kids get older move
them up to spinning gear or baitcasters and
teach them other techniques.
Once a little experience has been
established move on to a slip sinker rig or
maybe a three-way. Once again show the
child how to tie them and explain why you
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Big c at f ish produc e memor ies that
will last a lifetime.
use them. This would also be a great time to
step up to cut bait and begin to target catfish
specifically. Safety is important here. The
lesson plan should include the proper way to
handle a knife when cutting bait and the proper
way to store it when you’re not using it.
There are a growing number of
individuals and organizations dedicated to the
premise that fishing is good for the kids and
educated kids are good for the resource. At
the state level, there are many agencies that
hosts fishing events for kids. There are also
organizations in the private sector that hold
events dedicated to kids fishing. Adult anglers
can seek out those organizations in their local
communities and help them out. They are
always in need of qualified volunteers.
Getting the kids interested is one thing,
but having a place for them to fish in the

future may be another. This is why most of the
programs include elements of conservation
and wise use of the resource.
There is an old Chinese proverb that
says give a man a fish and you feed him for a
day, teach a man to fish and you feed him for
a lifetime. It’s never too early to start teaching
our kids how to fish and teaching them
respect for the resource. Early education on
resource conservation and use, as well as the
basic techniques of fishing, will have a lasting
impact on our children and the wonderful sport
of fishing.
Regardless of what they catch, or how
they catch it, be sure to record the success
with photos. The photos can be used later to
revisit the trip and talk about the experience.
If you are lucky you will make a fishing partner
for life and elicit the question, “When can we
go again?”
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Fishing With Kids

Help Your Kids Catch Fish
“A child’s first fishing trip is exciting for both parent and child,” begins a
bullet list of helpful hints from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources. “A
fun experience can lead to future years of fishing enjoyment.”
Here are a few of Iowa’s simple tips for taking kids fishing.”
1. Pack plenty of snacks and cold drinks
2. Choose a spot close to home
3. Morning trips are best – the fish bite better and kids have more energy
4. Make sure there are restrooms near
5. Keep the trip short – a couple hours at most
6. Leave your fishing rod at home
7. Remember you are taking the kids — they aren’t taking you
8. Take plenty of breaks from fishing
9. Take plenty of pictures
10. Emphasize that fishing is fun, catching is a bonus
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CATFISHING IN
SPAIN AND BEYOND
By Ron Presley

Catching Catfish of Exceptional Size Depends on Where You Fish

A
nglers in the USA often name
places like Wheeler Lake in Alabama as

a place they would like to fish, because
of the abundance of huge catfish. In
Europe, a favorite bucket list destination
is the Ebro River in Spain.
“Spain, specifically the river Ebro,
holds a special place in the hearts of
European Catfish Anglers,” said Dave

Wels c at f ish are t argeted str ic tly
for spor t and c an of ten exc eed 10 0
pounds.
Mutton, a dedicated wels catfish angler
and fishing guide. Mutton is owner/
operator of Specimen Fishing UK, a
tackle shop located in Coventry, England.
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“The Ebro is a very wide river, in
places more than a mile wide, and the
home to some of the largest catfish in
Europe,” continued Mutton. “Certainly,
in terms of stock density, the largest
amounts of catfish too. It is not unusual
for an angler to catch a dozen fish or
more in a day, with several being over
100 pounds. In some areas fish of more
than 200 pounds are not uncommon.”
A few years ago the Spanish
government banned the use of live bait
in Spain. According to Mutton this totally

“In some areas fish of more than
200 pounds are not uncommon.”

The moder n method use in Spain
is to c ar r y a baited r ig out to the
angling loc ation by boat, then retur n
to shore and f ish the rod in a ver tic al
holder.
changed the way cats are fished for over
there. The cats he speaks of are the
wels catfish. These cats excite European
anglers because of their huge size.
Traditional Methods
When live bait was legal, anglers
had two basic methods of catching the
giant fish. One method was conducted
from the shore and the other from a boat.
“The bank fishing method is called
buoy fishing where a live carp is tied off
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to a floating buoy,” instructed Mutton.
“The buoy is tied using a weak length
of line and the rod is held vertically in a
holder on the bank. The reel is wound to
put the rig under tension and make the
rod tip bend over. The idea is that when
the catfish grabs the carp, it breaks the
weak link to the buoy and you wind down
to the fish and strike in to it.”
The other traditional method was
to drift fish from a boat. “This involves
a live carp suspended beneath a large
float,” explained Mutton. “The water
is then hit with a clonk. The clonk is a
wooden baton with a specially shaped
end that produces a very load popping
noise. The catfish are attracted to the
noise and come to investigate, find the
carp and attack it. This is probably my

Wels c at f ishing c an be a family af fair
too!
favourite method of all for catfishing, but
is sadly no longer allowed.”
The Modern Method
The modern method of catching
catfish in Spain is to use a boat to carry
a baited rig out to the angling location,
often to a distance of 250 yards or more.
“I use a fixed rig with a heavy lead of
around 10 ounces,” explained Mutton.
“The hook link is about 2 to 3 feet. The
bait is usually halibut pellet.”
The rig is dropped over the side
of the boat along with free offerings of
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bait. “It is not unusual to drop 5 or 6
pounds of bait as freebies along with the
rig,” said Mutton. The rod is then fished
vertically from the bank, reeled tightly to
the weight. The bite is indicated by the
tip lurching over. It is common to use up
to 50 pounds of bait in a day when using
this method with 2 rods.”
Mutton reports that fishing in Spain
is very accessible with many English
anglers offering guide services on the
river. “It can get crowded in the hot spots,”
revealed Mutton. “That congestion is
why I rarely guide there now. I prefer the
space of the lakes I fish in France.”
Future Adventures
Mutton also reported on an exciting
project at a new location. “I am just

embarking on and testing the untapped
potential of the Czech Republic. Initial
reports are good. We have secured the
rights to a lake where the fish seem to
average 150 pounds and some fish reach
weights of more than 250 pounds!”
CatfishNow (CFN) looks forward
to Mutton’s report on the success he
finds fishing the Czech Republic for big
cats. CFN will eagerly await Mutton’s
evaluation of the Czech Republic
adventure. Readers will not have to wait
long, however, for some more information
on the mighty wels catfish. The January
issue of CFN will feature a story on the
wels catfish in the UK.
- Ron Presley

Controlled drifting: Using
the trolling motor to stay
on a certain contour line,
channel ledge or some
other route. –
Chuck Davidson, AL

CatfishSpeak - The Language of Catfishing
Like any other sport, catfishing has a verbiage of its own. From
catfish slang to useful phrases, catfish anglers communicate in a
special language. CatfishNow plans to keep you up to date with this
angler blending of the English language and catfish jargon that we will
call CatfishSpeak.
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Tournament Results
OLD DOMINION

NOVEMBER 5th

JAMES RIVER

1. Bryan Newton/David Barnett
2. Thomas Mallory/Daniel Taylor
3. David Jones/Barry Jones/Wayne
Austin
4. Bruce Conner/James Keatts
5. James Williams/Dale Lowe

94.35
92.3
88.3
83.1
58.8

SOUTHWEST OHIO

NOVEMBER 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SCHMIDT BOAT RAMP

Willie Smith/Stacie Smith
Ray Vanhoosier/Bob Balon
Adam Dehner/Dustin Linderman
Mike Brock/Bubba McDonald
Rick Cochran/Shar Bovard

61.5
48.7
35.1
33.3
27.8

BIG FISH
1. Ray Vanhoosier/Bob Balon

35.7

CAROLINA ANGLERS

NOVEMBER 12th

FISHING CREEK

1.Benji Brown/Riley Brown
2. Brian Snipes/Bubba Branch
3. Jason Knight/Preston Starkey
4. Josh Coggins/Jimmy Holbrok
5. Ric Helms/Strawberry Wooten

54.8
36.09
35.37
31
22.63

BIG FISH
1. Brian Snipes/Bubba Branch

32.13

CATFISH MAFIA

NOVEMBER 12th

FORT WASHINGTON

1. David
2. Eric/Bradley
3. Glenn/Eric/Gavin

BIG FISH
1. Eric/Bradley

SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH

DECEMBER 3rd

LAKE WATEREE

1. Clay,Jason,David Henderson/Landen
Loftin
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Tournament Results
Results
Tournament
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mike Durham/Brad McCall
Jared Powell/Ryan Young
Casey Craig/Larry Craig
Steve Whitley/Shane Owenby

82.5
80.2
71.55
70.9

BIG FISH
1. Rodney Locklear/Glen Lovin

42.2

OLD DOMINION

DECEMBER 3rd

JAMES RIVER

1. Scott Wilson/Landon Williams
2. Joey Keefe/Howard Statton/Chris
Krammus
3. Duglas Holloway/Melvin Tureios/
Rudy Tureios
4. Doug Coffier/Mike Haynes
5. Dave Ashby/Dave Ashby Jr/Hugh Self

DECEMBER 3rd - 4th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

104.2
89.3
85.55
84.75
82.15

CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH
TRAIL
LAKE WHITNEY

Wilcox/Tucker
Ewing/Cummings/Goodwin
Miller/Ward
Houston/Johnson
Hiland/Hiland

94.78
81.22
69.54
62.58
62.36

BIG FISH
1. Wilcox/Tucker

27.3
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CATFISH CLUBS

Corrections or additions contact us
at catfishnow.com
NATIONAL
EVENTS

CLUB
ALABAMA CATFISH TRAIL
BIG CAT QUEST
BIG SIOUX CAT ANGLERS

CONTACTS
DANIEL PARSONS
KEN FREEMAN
DICK HENRICHSEN

CABELA'SKING KAT TOURNAMENT TRAIL

JEREMY COE

CAROLINA ANGLERS TEAM TRAIL C.A.T.T

BRETT COLLINS

CATFISH CHASERS TOURNAMENT SERIES

DAVID STUDEBAKER

WEBSITE
www.alabamacatfishtrail.com
www.bigcatquest.com
www.bigsiouxcatanglers.com
www.kingkatusa.com
www.cattrail.org
www.catfishchasers.com

CATFISH COUNTRY

www.catfishcountry.com

CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS

www.catfishnationoutdoors.com

CATHUNTERS ASSOC. OF THE SOUTH C.A.T.S.

GLEN FLOWERS

www.catsclub.us

CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
EXTREME CATFISHING
FISHIN BLUES
INDIANA CATFISH
J.K.V. CATFISHING TOURNAMENT TRAIL
KANAWHA RIVER CATFISH CLUB
KANSAS CITY CATFISH
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MONSTERS

CHAD WAUGH
TIM ORR
CHRIS WALLACE

www.fishinblues-catfishin.com
www.indianacatfish.com

JOSH VANOVER
JUSTIN VAUGHT
BRAD AND MELISSA
GEORGE YOUNG

www.msrivermonsters.com

MONSTERS ON THE OHIO

AARON WHEATLEY

www.monstersontheohio.com

OHIO VALLEY RIVER CATS

YEARLY EVENT

www.ohiovalleyrivercats.org

RED RIVER VALLEY CATFISH LEAGUE

BRAD DURICK

www.rrvcatfish.com

SCHEELS BOUNDRY BATTLE CATFISH TOURNAMENT

BRAD DURRICK

www.boundrybattle.com

TOM WALSH

www.tricountycatfish.net

OLD DOMINION CATFISH CLUB

SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA MO RIVER CATFISH CLUB
SOUTHWEST OHIO CATFISH CLUB
TRI STATE KATS
TRI-COUNTY CATFISH ASSOCIATION
TWISTED CAT OUTDOORS
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL

Chuck McCoy

WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

JUSTIN RUSSELL

WHISKY CITY CATFISH CLUB
WICKED WHISKER TOURNAMENT TRAIL

www.whiskycitycatfish.com
JEREMY

www.wickedwhisker.com

CATFISH CALENDAR
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY

17th
17th
18th
7th
7th
14th
14th
14th
14th
15th
28th
28th
28th
4th
4th

CATFISH MAFIA
JKV CATFISHING TRAIL
CATFISH NATION OUTDOORS
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
OLD DOMINION
CAROLINA ANGLERS CATFISH TRAIL
CATFISH MAFIA
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CATFISH NATION
JKV CATFISHING
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
FISHIN BLUES
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
OLD DOMINION

POTOMAC
GREEN RIVER
FORT WASHINGTON
LAKE WYLIE
HOPEWELL MARINA
WYLIE-BUSTER BOYD
POTOMAC

CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
QUALIFIER
CLUB

LAKE TAWAKONI
FORT WASHINGTON
LAKE WHEELER
POSSUM KINGDOM
SOONER LAKE
LAKE WATEREE
HOPEWELL MARINA

OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH
MARCH

4th
4th
11th
11th
18th
18th
18th
18th
25th
25th
25th
4th
4th
4th
4th
11th
18th
18th
18th
25th
25th
25th

CATFISH NATION
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CAROLINA ANGLERS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS
CATFISH MAFIA
JKV CATFISHING
CATFISH NATION
CENTRAL TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS
CATFISH MAFIA
CATFISH NATION
SOUTHEASTERN CATFISH CLUB
OLD DOMINION
CAROLINA ANGLERS CATFISH TRAIL
WEST TEXAS CATFISH TRAIL
CATFISH CHASERS
CATFISH NATION
FISHIN BLUES
JKV CATFISHING
WEST TN CATFISH ANGLERS

WHITES FERRY

CLUB

WATEREE STATE PARK
LAKE TAWAKONI
DUVALL LANDING
POTOMAC
GENEVA/KY
FORT WASHINGTON

QUALIFIER
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

LAKE ARROWHEAD
LACYGNE
POTOMAC
DARGON LAKE
LAKE WYLIE
HOPEWELL MARINA
WYLIE-BUSTER BOYD

OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
FINAL
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB

MILFORD/STATE PARK
CANOWIGO
LAKE ELLSWORTH
DERBY
MUD ISLAND
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Why We Catfish
Guest Editorial – by Jimmy Holbrook and Layla Ledbetter
Jimmy Holbrook
It’s in my blood. My grandpa
catfished and my dad was a
catfishermen.
There
is
just
something about being out there.
It’s no different than having a
passion for deer hunting or duck
hunting or anything else. Catfishing
is something inside us that make us
love it.
My dad introduced me to
catfishing. He had me out on all
night fishing trips when I was barely
old enough to walk. I can remember
many nights sitting on the bank
waiting on a fish to bite. He is the
one who started the love for fishing I
have today. We mainly bank fished,
since we didn’t have a boat. He was
a great man and fisherman. Sadly,
I lost him when I was only 10. Man,
would I love to be able to take him out
on Santee for a day!
I catfish because I love being on
the water, learning new techniques
and catching big fish. I absolutely love
the takedown. When they slam the rod
over I know that the fish may weigh
80, 90, or on up over 100 pounds.
I also love the competition of the
tournaments. It’s real fun getting out
there and knowing you’re competing
against all these other great fishermen.
There are 8 hours that you have to
come up with a better game plan than
the competition.
I pass my passion on to others
by taking them fishing. I have had a
ton of different people on my boat
the last few years. It’s fun getting to
see people catch their personal best
and learn new techniques for fishing.
Posting pictures and stories of our
trips and catches on social media also
spreads the word. I like to give tips
and advice to new people getting into
catfishing.

Jimmy
and
L ayla
prepare
to
release a nic e Santee C ooper blue.
C onser vation of the c at f ish is high
on their pr ior ities.
There are plenty of people to look
up to in the sport. I don’t know about
one single person, because I look at
all these great fishermen and take a
little from this guy and a little from that
one. Some are lake guys and they can
teach you plenty. Some are river guys
and they can teach you something
else. I would say I have little bit of
a lot of different guys, who are great
fisherman, in my tackle box.
Thinking about the future of the
sport, I would say conservation of the
fish is the most important issue facing
us. By taking care of the stock and
letting the big ones go we can ensure
great fishing for the next generation
and also great fishing for ourselves
for years to come.
I believe every fish I catch is a
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blessing and I want to make sure other
people have the same opportunity as I
did to fish. I believe if we take care of
these fish and practice Catch, Photo
Release (CPR) anglers in the future
will have an even better chance than I
did, because the fisheries will be that
much better.
A lot of people say, and think,
there is enough to take as we please,
whenever we want, but if nothing else,
the American buffalo should be an
example of what happens when we do
that. CPR is an awesome way to show
off your catch and leave fish for those
that come behind us.
Layla Ledbetter
I grew up fishing for bass and
bream. When I met Jimmy and first
went catfishing with him, I didn’t think
he knew what he was doing. I quickly
learned that he did. He is the one who
introduced me to catfishing. He is the
one I look up to in the sport and also in
life.
Jimmy is a very patient partner
and teacher; he is passionate and
always excited about catfishing; he’s
fair; and he’s gentle and careful with
the fish. He wants to ensuring that they
are released healthy.
We like to catch and release,
especially the big cats. This is probably
one of the most important things to
me, along with having a good time
and meeting good people. Well, most
important of all would be honoring the
Lord in all we do, including in catfishing.
Other people see our pictures on
Facebook and hear our stories and get
interested in what we do. The best way
to pass on the sport is to invite someone
fishing so they can go with you, have
a good time, and learn. When people
are interested and have fun they tend
to invest their time, money, and efforts
into learning more and doing more
(fishing on their own). In turn, they
have their own pics and stories and
they tell more and more people about

catfishing and share what they learn.
I started catfishing just to spend
time with Jimmy and of course we
have a good time together. Fishing
is fun. My interest has grown over
the years and I have learned new
things about the sport. Competing in
tournaments, meeting new people/
friends, and waiting on the big ones to
bite are things that I love. It’s nice to
be outdoors doing something you love
with someone you love. Parts of it are
very relaxing, parts are very exciting.
Catfishing is a good, clean (except for
the catfish slime) sport!
Epilogue: Santee Cooper Monster
Cat Quest
Given his interest in tournament
fishing, and his love for Santee Cooper,
Holbrook has joined Chris Gaines in
developing a new tourney out of Black’s
Camp, SC. The Santee Cooper Monster
Cat Quest will debut March 31 – April
1, 2017. Fishing begins both days at
6:30 am following blast off at 6:00
am. More information on the Santee
Cooper Monster Cat Quest is available
on their Facebook page. 		
“Our goal is to bring an awesome
tournament to Santee that anglers can
really enjoy,” said Holbrook. “We would
like to thank our awesome sponsors
that have come on board to help make
it possible. If anyone would like to be
a sponsor for the tournament get in
touch with me (706-466-3868) or Chris
Gaines (864-617-5929).”
Why We Catfish Guest Editorial
This column is provided for reader submitted
editorials on Why We Catfish. If you have
a short story related to why you catfish,
you may submit it for consideration and
publication in a future issue of CatfishNow.
Send submissions of 500 words or less
and one or two photos to Ron Presley at
presleyr@bellsouth.net.
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Happy Whisker Whacking in 2017
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